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Abstract
Reciprocal processes are acausal generalizations of Markov processes introduced by Bernstein in
1932. In the literature, a significant amount of attention has been focused on developing dynamical
models for reciprocal processes. Recently, probabilistic graphical models for reciprocal processes have
been provided. This opens the way to the application of efficient inference algorithms in the machine
learning literature to solve the smoothing problem for reciprocal processes. Such algorithms are known
to converge if the underlying graph is a tree. This is not the case for a reciprocal process, whose
associated graphical model is a single loop network. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First,
we introduce belief propagation for Gaussian reciprocal processes. Second, we establish a link between
convergence analysis of belief propagation for Gaussian reciprocal processes and stability theory for
differentially positive systems.
I. Introduction
A Rn–valued discrete-time stochastic process Xk defined over the interval I = [0,N] is said to
be reciprocal if for any subinterval [K, L] ⊂ I, the process in the interior of [K, L] is conditionally
independent of the process in I − [K, L] given XK and XL. From the definition we have that
the class of reciprocal processes is larger than the class of Markov processes: Markov processes
are necessarily reciprocal, but the converse is not true [15]. Moreover multidimensional Markov
random fields reduce in one dimension to a reciprocal process, not to a Markov process.
Reciprocal processes were introduced by Bernstein [1] in 1932, who was influenced by an
attempt of Schro¨dinger [26] at giving a stochastic interpretation of quantum mechanics. After
their introduction by Bernstein, reciprocal processes have been studied in detail by Jamison [15],
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[16], [17], Carmichael, Masse´, Theodorescu [8] and Levy, Krener, Frezza [20], [21], [19]. For
more recent literature on reciprocal processes see [6], [7], [10], [31] and references therein. As
observed in [21] the steady-state distribution of the temperature along a heated ring or a beam
subjected to random loads along its length can be modeled in terms of reciprocal processes.
Relevance for applications is also attested in [11], [28], [23] where applications to tracking of
a ship-trajectory [11], estimation of arm movements [28], and synthesis of textured images [23]
are considered.
Starting with Krener’s work [20], a significant amount of attention has been focused on
developing state–space models for reciprocal processes. A second order state–space model for
discrete–time Gaussian reciprocal processes has been provided in [21]. Modeling in the finite
state space case has been analyzed separately in [10] (see also [9]).
Recently [5], probabilistic graphical models for reciprocal processes have been provided,
which are distribution–independent. This opens the way to the application of efficient inference
algorithms in the machine learning literature (the belief propagation, a.k.a. sum–product algo-
rithm) to solve the smoothing problem for reciprocal processes. Such algorithms are known to
converge if the underlying graph is a tree. This is not the case for a reciprocal process, whose
associated graphical model is a single loop network. In [5] it has been shown that, for the
case of finite–state reciprocal processes, convergence of the belief propagation iteration boils
down to the study of asymptotic stability of a linear time invariant positive system, that can
be analyzed via the Hilbert metric. This approach is geometric in nature, in that it applies to
general linear positive transformations in an arbitrary linear space which map a quite general
cone into itself. In a recent paper [12], a generalization of linear positivity, differential positivity,
has been introduced. Differential positivity extends linear positivity to the nonlinear setting and,
similarly to the latter, restricts the asymptotic behavior of a nonlinear system, a result that is
proved by exploiting contraction property of differentially positive systems with respect to the
Hilbert metric. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we introduce belief propagation
for Gaussian reciprocal processes. Second, we establish a link between convergence analysis of
belief propagation for Gaussian reciprocal processes, whose underlying iteration is nonlinear on
the cone of positive definite matrices, and stability theory of differentially positive systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the Hilbert metric is introduced. In Section
III we briefly touch upon positive and differentially positive systems and on how the property
restricts the asymptotic behavior as a consequence of the contraction of the Hilbert metric.
Reciprocal processes and the associated graphical model are reviewed in Section IV. In Section V
the belief propagation algorithm is introduced as well as its specialization for a hidden reciprocal
model. A link between convergence analysis of belief propagation for Gaussian reciprocal
processes and stability theory for differentially positive systems is established in Section VI.
Section VII ends the paper.
II. Hilbert metric
The Hilbert metric was introduced in [13] and is defined as follows. Let B be a real Banach
space and let K be a closed solid cone in B that is a closed subset K with the properties that
(i) the interior of K , K+, is non–empty; (ii) K +K ⊆ K ; (iii) K ∩ −K = {0}; (iv) λK ⊂ K for
all λ ≥ 0. Define the partial order
x  y⇔ y − x ∈ K ,
and for x, y ∈ K\ {0}, let
M(x, y) := inf {λ|x − λy  0}
m(x, y) := sup {λ|x − λy  0}
The Hilbert metric dH (·, ·) induced by K is defined by
dH (x, y) := log
(
M(x, y)
m(x, y)
)
, x, y ∈ K\ {0} . (1)
For example, if B = Rn and the coneK is the positive orthant,K = O := {(x1, . . . , xn) : xi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
then M(x, y) = maxi(xi/y j) and m(x, y) = mini(xi/yi) and the Hilbert metric can be expressed as
dH (x, y) = log
maxi(xi/yi)
mini (xi/yi)
.
On the other hand, if B = S := {X = X> ∈ Rn×n} is the set of symmetric matrices and K =
P := {X  0 | X ∈ S} is the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, then for X,Y  0, M(X,Y) =
λmax
(
XY−1
)
and m(X,Y) = λmin
(
XY−1
)
. Hence the Hilbert metric is
dH (X,Y) = log
λmax
(
XY−1
)
λmin
(
XY−1
) .
An important property of the Hilbert metric is the following. The Hilbert metric is a projective
metric on K i.e. it is nonnegative, symmetric, it satisfies the triangle inequality and is such that,
for every x, y ∈ K , dH (x, y) = 0 if and only if x = λy for some λ > 0. It follows easily that
dH (x, y) is constant on rays, that is
dH (λx, µy) = dH (x, y) for λ, µ > 0 . (2)
A second relevant property is in connection with positive operators. In [2] (see also [4]) it has
been shown that linear positive operators contract the Hilbert metric. This can be used to provide
a geometric proof of the Perron–Frobenius theory and, in turn, to prove attractiveness properties
of linear positive systems. Such a framework, has been recently extended to prove attractiveness
properties of a generalization of linear positive systems, differentially positive systems [12]. A
brief overview of this theory is the object of the next Section.
III. Positive and differentially positive systems
A linear operator A is positive if it maps a cone K into itself, i.e. AK ⊂ K [4]. For linear
dynamical systems x(k + 1) = Ax(k), A : Rn → Rn, positivity has the natural interpretation of
invariance (and contraction, if the positivity is strict) of the cone K along the trajectories of the
system. Positivity significantly restricts the behavior of a linear system, as established by Perron–
Frobenius theory. Under irreducibility assumption, classical Perron–Frobenius theory guarantees
the existence of a dominant (largest) real eigenvalue for A whose associated eigenvector, the
Perron-Frobenius vector v f , is the unique eigenvector that belongs to the interior of K . As a
consequence, the subspace spanned by v f is an attractor for the linear system, that is, for any
vector x ∈ K , x , 0
lim
n→∞
Anx
|Anx| = v f . (3)
A geometric interpretation of Perron–Frobenius theorem has been provided in [2] (see also [4])
where existence of a fixed point of the projective space for a strictly positive linear map has been
proved as a consequence of contraction properties of the Hilbert metric under the action of a
strictly positive linear operator. As such, the Perron–Frobenius theorem can be seen as a special
case of the contraction mapping theorem. Positivity is at the core of a number of properties of
Markov chains, consensus algorithms and large-scale control.
Differential positivity [12] extends linear positivity to the nonlinear setting. A nonlinear
system x(k + 1) = f (x) is differentially positive if its linearization along any given trajectory is
positive. By generalizing the above–mentioned geometric interpretation of the Perron–Frobenius
theory to a differential framework, it has been shown [12] that differential positivity restricts the
asymptotic behavior of a system. Once again, this is a consequence of contraction properties
of differentially positive mappings with respect to the Hilbert metric. The conceptual picture
is that of a cone attached to every point of the state space, defining a cone filed. Contraction
of the cone field along the flow eventually constraints the behavior to be one–dimensional. The
role of the Perron-Frobenius vector in the linear case is played by the Perron-Frobenius vector
field, that is an attractor for the linearized dynamic. Differentially positive systems encompass
positive and monotone systems as particular cases. In particular it has been shown in [12] that
differentially positive systems reduce to the important class of monotone dynamical systems
[27], [14] when the state-space is a linear vector space and when the cone field is constant.
In Section VI we will show that the iteration underlying the belief propagation algorithm for
Gaussian reciprocal processes is indeed a monotone system, whose convergence can be studied
leveraging on stability theory of differentially positive systems.
IV. Reciprocal Processes
In this section, we briefly review the definition of reciprocal process and its description in
terms of probabilistic graphical models. The smoothing problem for a reciprocal process with
cyclic boundary conditions is also introduced.
Recall that a stochastic process Xt defined on a time interval I is said to be Markov if, for
any t0 ∈ I, the past and the future (with respect to t0) are conditionally independent given Xt0 .
A process is said to be reciprocal if, for each interval [t0, t1] ⊂ I, the process in the interior
of [t0, t1] and the process in I − [t0, t1] are conditionally independent given Xt0 and Xt1 . More
formally, a (S ,Σ)–valued stochastic process on the interval I with underlying probability space
(Ω,A, P) is reciprocal if
P(AB | Xt0 ,Xt1) = P(A | Xt0 ,Xt1)P(B | Xt0 ,Xt1), (4)
∀t0 < t1, [t0, t1] ⊂ I, where A is the σ–field generated by the random variables {Xr : r < [t0, t1]}
and B is the σ-field generated by {Xr : r ∈ (t0, t1)}. From the definition it follows that Markov
processes are necessarily reciprocal, while the converse is generally not true [15]. Moreover, a
multidimensional Markov random field reduces in one dimension to a reciprocal process, not to
a Markov process.
In this paper, we consider reciprocal processes defined on the discrete circle T with N + 1
elements {0, 1, . . .N} (which corresponds to imposing the cyclic boundary conditions X−1 = XN ,
XN+1 = X0 [21], [24]) so that the additional conditional independence relations
X0 y {X2, . . . ,XN−1} | {X1,XN} ,
XN y {X1, . . . ,XN−2} | {X0,XN−1}
hold.
In [5] it has been shown that the reciprocal process {Xk} on T admits a probabilistic graphical
model composed of the N + 1 nodes X0,X1, . . . ,XN arranged in a single loop undirected graph
as shown in Figure 1.
1
X1
X0
X4
X3 X2
Fig. 1: Probabilistic graphical model for a reciprocal process on I = [0, 4].
We now consider a second process {Yk}, where, given the state sequence {Xk}, the {Yk} are
independent random variables, and for all k ≥ 1, the conditional probability distribution of Yk
depends only on Xk. In applications, {Xk} represents a “hidden” process which is not directly
observable, while the observable process {Yk} represents “noisy observations” of the hidden
process. We shall refer to the pair {Xk,Yk} as a hidden reciprocal model. The corresponding
probabilistic graphical model is illustrated in Figure 2. The (fixed–interval) smoothing problem
is to compute, for all k ∈ [0,N], the conditional distribution of Xk given Y0, . . . ,YN . One of
the most widespread algorithms for performing inference (solving the smoothing problem) in
the graphical models literature is the belief propagation algorithm [22], [18], [3], that will be
reviewed in the next Section.
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Fig. 2: Hidden reciprocal model on I = [0, 4].
V. Smoothing of Reciprocal Processes via Belief Propagation
In this Section, we first review the belief propagation algorithm [22], [18], [3] and specialize it
for a hidden reciprocal model. The particular form that the iteration takes for Gaussian reciprocal
processes is discussed in Section VI.
A. Belief Propagation (a.k.a. sum–product) algorithm
Let H = (E,V) be an undirected graphical model over the variables {X0, . . . ,XN}, Xi ∈ X,
i = 0, . . . ,N. From the theory of probabilistic graphical models, we have that the joint distribution
associated with H can be factored as
p(x) =
1
Z
∏
C∈C
ψC(xC) , (5)
where C denotes a set of maximal cliques in the graph. In the following, we will be interested
in pairwise Markov random fields – i.e. a Markov random field in which the joint probability
factorizes into a product of bivariate potentials (potentials involving only two variables) – where
each unobserved node Xi has an associated observed node Yi. Factorization (5) then becomes
p(x0:N , y0:N) =
∏
(i, j)∈E
ψi j(xi, x j)
∏
i
ψi(xi, yi) , (6)
where the ψi j(xi, x j)’s are often referred to as the edge potentials and the ψi(xi, yi)’s are often
referred to as the node potentials. The problem we are interested in is finding marginals of the
type p(xi, y0:N) for some hidden variable Xi.
The basic idea behind belief propagation is to exploit the factorization properties of the
distribution to allow efficient computation of the marginals. To fix ideas, consider the graph
in Figure 3 and suppose we want to compute the conditional marginal p(x0 | y0:3). A naive
application of the definition would suggest that p(x0 | y0:3) can be obtained by summing the
joint distribution over all variables except X0 and then normalize
p(x0 | y0:3) ∝
∫
x1
∫
x2
∫
x3
p(x, y)dx1dx2dx3 . (7)
Nevertheless notice that the joint distribution can be factored as:
p(x0:3, y0:3) = ψ0(x0)ψ01(x0,x1)ψ1(x1)ψ12(x1, x2)
ψ2(x2)ψ13(x1, x3)ψ3(x3) . (8)
By plugging in factorization (8) into equation (7) and interchanging the summations and products
order, we obtain
p(x0 | y0:3) ∝ ψ0(x0)
[ ∫
x1
ψ01(x0, x1)ψ1(x1)∫
x2
ψ12(x1, x2)ψ2(x2)
∫
x3
ψ13(x1, x3)ψ3(x3)
]
. (9)
This forms the basis for the message–passing algorithm.
Algorithm 5.1 (Belief propagation): Let Xi and X j be two neighboring nodes in the graph.
We denote by mi j the message that node Xi sends to node X j, by mii the message that Yi sends
to Xi, and by bi the belief at node Xi. The belief propagation algorithm is as follows:
mi j(x j) = α
∫
xi
ψi j(xi, x j)mii(xi)
∏
k∈∂i\ j
mki(xi) (10a)
bi(xi) = β mii(xi)
∏
k∈∂i
mki(xi) (10b)
where ∂i denotes the set of neighbors of node Xi and α and β are normalization constants.
For example, if one considers (9), by setting mii(xi) := ψi(xi) and applying definition (10a) for
the messages, (9) becomes
p(x0 | y0:3) = m00(x0)
{ ∫
x1
ψ01(x0, x1)
[
m11(x1) · m21(x1) · m31(x1)]}
= m00(x0) · m10(x0)
1X0 X1
X2
X3
Y0 Y1
Y2
Y3
Fig. 3: An example of graphical model with four unobserved nodes X0, . . . ,X3 and four observed
nodes Y0, . . . ,Y3.
which is of the form (10b), where the marginal p(x0, y0:3) is computed as the product of incoming
messages in the node X0.
Observed nodes do not receive messages, and they always transmit the same vector. The
normalization of messages in equation (10a) is not theoretically necessary (whether the messages
are normalized or not, the beliefs bi will be identical) but helps avoiding numerical underflow
problems and improving numerical stability of the algorithm. Finally, notice that equation (10a)
does not specify the order in which the messages are updated. In this paper we assume that
all nodes simultaneously update their messages in parallel. This naturally leads to loopy belief
propagation, where the update rule (10a) is applied to graphs that are not a tree (like the single
loop network associated to a reciprocal process).
B. Belief Propagation for general (non necessarily Gaussian) Hidden Reciprocal Models
If the considered graph is the single–loop hidden reciprocal model in Figure 2, expressions
(10a) and (10b) for the message and belief updates simplify, each node having only two neigh-
bors. Moreover we can distinguish between two classes of messages, one propagating in the
direction of increasing indexes (clockwise) and one propagating in the direction of decreasing
indexes (anticlockwise) in the loop. The overall algorithm with parallel scheduling policy is as
follows:
Algorithm 5.2: [(Parallel) belief propagation algorithm for a hidden reciprocal model]
1) Initialize all messages m(0)i j to some initial value m¯
(0)
i j .
2) Iteratively apply the updates
m(t+1)k−1, k(xk) = α f
∫
xk−1
ψk−1,k(xk−1, xk)mk−1,k−1(xk−1)m(t)k−2,k−1(xk−1) (11a)
m(t+1)k+1, k(xk) = αb
∫
xk+1
ψk+1,k(xk+1, xk)mk+1,k+1(xk+1)m(t)k+2,k+1(xk+1) . (11b)
3) For each Xi, i = 0, . . . ,N compute the marginals
bk(xk) = β mkk(xk)
[
m(tmax)k−1,k(xk) · m(tmax)k+1,k(xk)
]
. (12)
For tree-structured graphs, when tmax is larger than the diameter of the tree (the length of longest
shortest path between any two vertices of the graph), the algorithm converges to the correct
marginal. Convergence analysis of belief propagation for a single–loop network like the one
associated to a reciprocal process has been carried out in [29], [30], where the finite state space
case and the case of Gaussian distributed random variables have been separately analyzed. For
Gaussian distributed random variables it has been shown that the belief propagation algorithm
converges to the correct mean, and formulas that link the correct covariance and the estimated
one have been provided. Intrigued by the similarities observed in [30] between convergence of
finite–state and Gaussian belief propagation on a single loop network (“Although there are many
special properties of gaussians, we are struck by the similarity of the analytical results reported
here for gaussians and the analytical results for single loop and general distributions reported
in [29]”), that in the former case has been shown to be linked to contraction properties of the
Hilbert metric [5], in Section VI we revisit convergence analysis for Gaussian belief propagation
in the single–loop network and establish a link with stability theory of differentially positive
systems, which is also rooted in contraction properties of the Hilbert metric.
VI. Gaussian Belief Propagation for a Hidden Reciprocal Model
For Gaussian distributed variables, messages and beliefs are Gaussians and the belief prop-
agation updates can be written explicitly in terms of means and covariances. In other words,
iterations (11a), (11b) on the infinite dimensional space of nonnegative measurable functions
become iterations on the finite dimensional spaces (cones) of nonnegative vectors and positive
definite matrices. By showing that the latter defines a nonlinear monotone system, we establish a
connection between convergence analysis of belief propagation for Gaussian reciprocal processes
and stability theory of differentially positive systems.
To start, notice that, for Gaussian distributed variables, the factorization (6) becomes
p(x, y) ∝
∏
(i, j)∈E
exp
−12
[
xi x j
]
Pi j
xix j


∏
i∈V
exp
−12
[
xi yi
]
Pii
xiyi

 (13)
where we assume that the Pi j’s are all positive semidefinite and, together with the Pii’s, can be
block partitioned as
Pi j =
 Pi j(1, 1) Pi j(1, 2)Pi j(1, 2)> Pi j(2, 2)

and
Pii =
 Pii(1, 1) Pii(1, 2)Pii(1, 2)> Pii(2, 2)
 ,
Denote by Ji j (hi j) the precision matrix (resp. potential vector) of the message from Xi to
X j, and by Jˆii (hˆii) the precision matrix (resp. potential vector) of the belief (estimated marginal
posterior) b(xi) := pˆ(xi | y). Also recall that Pi j represents the precision matrix associated to the
edge potential ψi j and Pii (νii) the precision matrix (resp. potential vector) of the node potential
ψii. By taking into account the expressions of the node and edge potentials in (13), for Gaussian
distributed random variables, messages (11a), traveling clockwise in the loop, become
Jk−1, k = Pk−1, k(2, 2) − Pk−1, k(1, 2)
[
Pk−1, k(1, 1)
+ Pk−1, k−1(1, 1) + Jk−2, k−1
]−1
Pk−1, k(1, 2)> (14a)
hk−1, k = −Pk−1, k(1, 2)
[
Pk−1, k(1, 1) + Pk−1, k−1(1, 1)
+ Jk−2, k−1
]−1 (
νk−1, k−1 + hk−2, k−1
)
(14b)
while messages (11b), traveling anticlockwise in the loop, are given by
Jk+1, k = Pk,k+1(1, 1) − Pk,k+1(1, 2)
(
Pk,k+1(2, 2)
+ Pk+1,k+1(1, 1) + Jk+2,k+1
)−1
Pk,k+1(1, 2)> (15a)
hk+1, k = −Pk,k+1(1, 2)
(
Pk,k+1(1, 1) + Pk+1,k+1(1, 1)
+ Jk+2,k+1
)−1 (
νk+1,k+1 + hk+2,k+1
)
. (15b)
The estimated beliefs (estimated posterior mean and covariance) at node Xk are
Jˆk = Pkk(1, 1) + Jk−1,k + Jk+1,k (16a)
hˆk = νkk + hk−1,k + hk+1,k (16b)
from which the estimated mean vector and covariance matrix associated with the posterior
marginals are
µˆk = Jˆk hˆk, Σˆk = Jˆ
−1
k . (17)
Equations (14b), (15b) provide a linear time–varying recursive relation for the computation of
message potentials vectors, since they express hk−1, k (hk,k+1) as a linear function of the message
potential on the “previous” (resp., “successive”) link. On the other hand, both the maps (14a),
(15a) are of the form
ψ(J) = Ak − Bk (Ck + J)−1 B>k (18)
i.e. they provide a nonlinear time–varying recursive relation for the computation of the message
precision matrix Jk−1,k (Jk,k+1) as a function of the message precision matrix on the “previous”
(resp., “successive”) link in the graph.
Theorem 6.1: Suppose that Ak, Ck ∈ S (set of symmetric matrices) and that Ck + J is
invertible. The map (18) is monotone (describes a monotone dynamical system).
Proof: The map (18) is the composition of the following transformations: (i) τA(J) = J+A,
(ii) τC(J) = J +C, (iii) γB(J) = BJB>, (iv) σ(J) = J−1, and (v) ρ(J) = −J defined on P+. In fact
we have
ψ(J) = (τA ◦ ρ ◦ γB ◦ σ ◦ τC)(J) .
The transformations τA (equiv. τC) and the congruence transformation γB are order preserving
(monotone increasing). The inverse map σ and the map ρ are order reversing (monotone decreas-
ing). Since in the composition there is an even number of order reversing factors, the composite
map ψ is order preserving [25].
We now observe the following. Without loss of generality, consider the message that XN sends
to X0. By the update equation (11a), the message that XN sends to X0 at time t + N + 1 depends
on the message that XN received from XN−1 at time t + N, so that, in terms of precision matrices
of the messages, we can write
J(t+N+1)N0 = ψ
f
N0
(
J(t+N)N−1,N
)
(19)
where ψ fN0 is the nonlinear transformation (14a). Similarly, the message that XN−1 sends to XN
at time t + N depends on the message that XN−1 received from XN−2 at time t + N − 1
J(t+N)N−1,N = ψ
f
N−1,N
(
J(t+N−1)N−2,N−1
)
(20)
One can continue expressing each message in terms of the one received from the neighbor until
we go back in the loop to X0: the message that X0 sends to X1 at time t + 1 is a function of the
message that XN sent to X0 at time t
J(t+1)01 = ψ
f
01
(
J(t)N0
)
. (21)
By putting together (19)–(21), one gets that the message that XN sends to X0 at a given time
step depends on the message that XN sent to X0 N + 1 time steps ago. In particular, if we denote
by Ψ fN0 the map
Ψ
f
N0 = ψ
f
N0 ◦ ψ fN−1,N ◦ · · · ◦ ψ f01 , (22)
the precision matrix of the message that XN sends to X0 satisfy the recursion
J(t+N+1)N0 = Ψ
f
N0(J
(t)
N0) . (23)
where the map Ψ fN0 is given by the composition Ψ := ψ
f
N,0 ◦ ψ fN−1,N ◦ · · · ◦ ψ f0,1, with maps ψ fk−1,k
as in (14a). The map Ψ fN0 links the precision matrix of the message on the link XN −X0 to the
precision matrix of the message on the same link one loop ago, and it is time–invariant (does not
vary from the first, to the second, to the third etc. loop) where the time to complete a loop has
been taken as the time unit in iteration (23). Moreover such a map is nonlinear and monotone
because composition of monotone maps (by Theorem 6.1). By the discussion in Section III it
follows that convergence analysis of Gaussian belief propagation for a hidden reciprocal model
can be carry out leveraging on stability theory of differentially positive systems. A detailed
analysis is the subject of ongoing work.
VII. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced belief propagation for performing inference for Gaussian
reciprocal processes. Intrigued by the similarities observed in [30] between convergence results
for finite state space and Gaussian belief propagation on a single loop network, that in the finite
state space case has been shown to be linked to contraction properties of the Hilbert metric
[5], we have revisited convergence analysis for Gaussian belief propagation in the single–loop
network establishing a link with stability theory of differentially positive systems, which is also
rooted in contraction properties of the Hilbert metric.
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